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                Farm Engines and How to Run Them

                
 by   James H. Stephenson 
Farm Engines and How to Run Them is an illustrated handbook by James H. Stephenson. It is a hands on guide to the farm engines basics, their understanding, installation and maintaining them with safety and economically.

Though this book was targeted for the students, it will be simultaneously useful for amateurs like small farmers. A special att..
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                Elements of Agricultural Chemistry

                
 by   Thomas Anderson 
The object of the present work is to offer to the farmer a concise outline of the general principles of Agricultural Chemistry. It has no pretensions to be considered a complete treatise on the subject. On the contrary, its aim is strictly elementary, and with this view I have endeavoured, as far as possible, to avoid unnecessary technicalities so ..
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                Supplement to Harvesting Ants and Trap-Door Spiders

                
 by   John Traherne Moggridge 
During the short time which has elapsed since Harvesting Ants and Trap-door Spiders left the printer's hands, fresh material has rapidly accumulated, and an assiduous search after these creatures, and the continued study of their works and ways, has met with ample reward and encouragement.It was my wish, when originally publishing these observation..
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                Migration of Birds (1979)

                
 by   Frederick C. Lincoln 
Frederick C. Lincoln's classic work on the "Migration of Birds" first appeared in 1935. It was revised in 1950 and has been out of print for several years, after selling over 140,000 copies. Unfilled requests by many individuals, clubs, and institutions prompted the Office of Conservation Education (now the Office of Public Affairs) in the U.S. Fis..
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                The Story of Milk

                
 by   Johan Ditlev Frederiksen 
The conception of this “Story of Milk” dates many years back. In his life-long study of problems connected with dairy farming and milk industries in two of the world’s greatest dairy countries, Denmark and the United States, the author has felt the need of a concise handbook covering this interesting subject. In his forty years of work in the manuf..
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                Balancing and Shoeing Trotting and Pacing Horses

                
 by   William J. Moore 
This is a plain, unvarnished and practical treatise on the art of balancing and shoeing trotting and pacing horses, unclouded by little known technical and scientific words and phrases, but written by the author, Wm. J. Moore, in his own every day words that can be easily understood by any horseman.Mr. Moore, who has spent his life in the business ..
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                Roses -  or, a Monograph of the Genus Rosa by active 1799-1828

                
 by   Henry Cranke Andrews 
THE Rose, for matchless beauty famed, (although by botanists so disregarded) has been the Painter’s study and the Poet’s theme, for ages past, and will no doubt for ages yet to come; long after many a curious Nondescript shall in a dusty hortus siccus sleep, unnoticed and unknown.The intention of the author in the delineation of this unrivalled tri..
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                Forest Trees and Forest Scenery

                
 by   G. Frederick Schwarz 
In the ensuing pages I have made simple inquiries into the sources of beauty and attractiveness in American forest trees and sylvan scenery. In the concluding chapter, by way of contrast, I have given a short account of the esthetic effects of the artificial forests of Europe. The system which shaped these forests and gave them their present appear..
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